
On December 13 at Audio Rebel in Botafogo (Rio de Janeiro) Nova Experience Brasil and Ticún Brasil 

launch  –series of visual concerts featuring 

leading experimental musicians of Rio de Janeiro:  

 and 

The show consists of a five movement piece that accompanies the selections from three Soviet silent 

cinema classics:  (Vsevolod Pudovkin, 1928),  (Dzyga Vertov, 1924), 

(Abram Room, 1927). Produced almost a century ago, these films raise timeless issues that are still 

relevant in contemporary society: national independence, the importance of social involvement and 

women rights. 

In 2014 the series will be presented in diverse venues in Rio de Janeiro ranging from upscale 

neighborhoods of Leblon to cultural centers in favelas of Zona Norte, and tour around Brazil (São Paulo, 

Parati, Ouro Preto, Recife, Olinda and Belem) and overseas (US and Russia). 

 ‘Wonderful genre-busting Brazilian free music. Ears should be open worldwide to these important 

voices’ – Cliff Allen, Tiny Mix Tapes‘ 

Excellent, in a spacious and sublime way ‘  – Dan Coffey,  Avant Music News  

 ‘CCP and Alex represent new experimental and innovative trends in Brazilian music, contributing to 

avant-garde scene of Rio with new projects capturing more and more local and international audiences’ 

– O Globo 

http://www.novaexperiencebrasil.com/
http://www.ticunbrasil.com/events
http://chinesecookiepoets.bandcamp.com/
http://chinesecookiepoets.bandcamp.com/
http://chinesecookiepoets.bandcamp.com/
http://avantmusicnews.com/2013/05/02/amn-reviews-chinese-cookie-poets-nicolau-lafeta-danza-cava/
http://avantmusicnews.com/2013/05/02/amn-reviews-chinese-cookie-poets-nicolau-lafeta-danza-cava/
http://extendedtechniquesdotcom2.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/ccp_globo.pdf


 ‘The extreme dynamic range of electric instruments became necessary to keep up with the inevitable 

crescendo of the drama’- John Y. N. Cho, IMDB 

  

DATE: FRIDAY, DECEMBER 

13, 2013, 20:00 

VENUE:  AUDIO REBEL 

Rua Visconde Silva, 55, 

Botafogo 

Rio de Janeiro - RJ 

+55 (21) 3435-2692 

© Todos os Direitos Reservados a Marlon Falcão 

 Nova Experience Brasil is Brazilian Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) that 

promotes cultural exchange by means of international volunteering programs since 

1996. Its mission is to combine volunteering and sustainable tourism in Rio de Janeiro 

immersing international visitors in Brazilian culture. 

Ticún Brasil is a global social justice NGO that partners with Brazilian NGOs to 

implement educational, art and Jewish community projects in Brazil since 2008. Ticún 

also conducts cultural and educational events in the USA to promote volunteering in 

Brazil. 

Daniel Furrer | (21) 99114-7005 dbfurrer@gmail.com 

Alex Minkin | 0xx +1 (646) 4316913 Alex@ticunbrasil.com 
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